
 Contour lines

Mrs Ras



Find an image  then … Right click> copy image
Find a high resolution 
picture of fruit or 
vegetables. 

Must have at least two 
objects in it. Ie two pieces

Hint- try to find a picture that displays 
good “contrast” ie lights and darks

-look at some interiors of fruits and 
vegetables it will be more intriguing later

- you can crop an image and we are not 
doing backgrounds so do not be 
frightened away from a pic that has a lot 
in it.  You can edit it



Open photoshop and File>new 
Create a new file that is a letter sized print file



1) 
Edit>paste

2)

Edit>free 
transform 

Hint remember 
you can edit or 
size things larger 
than the page so 
if you do not want 
all of the copied 
picture than size it 
so that only what 
you want shows.



Using the 
quick 
selection tool 
select the 
background 

(sorry mine is white in 
this and is a bad 
example) 

And then on 
your 
keyboard 
press 
“backspace” 
to delete the 
background



Image 
>adjustments> 
Brightness and 
contrast

Enhands the lights 
and darks, more 
value will make ur 
life easier later



Enhance the color 

image>adjustment> color 
balance

Hint- try adding a little of the 
complementary color of the main color to 
the shadow of the image

For example red is the primary color in 
this pic so if i add a little green in my 
shadow it will enhance the contrast.



Duplicate your layer
Click and drag your 
layer down over the 
new layer and let go 
therefor making a 
duplicate layer 

Or

Right click on layer> 
duplicate layer



On new layer     Image> adjusments> posterize  
(10 or less)
On this new layer you 
are going to create a 
cheat sheet per say.  
This layer will cut the 
pic into steps of value 
that you can use to 
help trace your 
contours. 



On the top layer
1) select>select all
2) edit> copy



Open illustrator and create a new file
File> new 
Letter size



edit>paste
Place the image so it fits the page then lock layer

To lock click on this box 
to the right of the eyeball



Back in photoshop
Select the bottom layer and 
edit > copy



Add a new layer and edit>paste 
Make sure the layers are perfectly on  top of each 
other then lock this new layer



Add a new layer (this is going to be your working line 
layer)



Now we are going to 
start tracing and drawing 
our contour lines

First

Choose the pen 
tool

Add a colored or 
black stroke

And choose the 
red / or no color 
for the fill

Choose a stroke 
size as well 
larger than 1



First draw/ trace the 
outline / contour of 
the main parts ie 
like my apple.  Each 
object will be its 
own path.  Ie each 
apple is trace 
separately even tho 
they overlap 
therefore there 
places where there 
is two lines

Only rule here 
is all paths 
must be closed 
ie NO OPEN 
LINES!!!!!



You can 
see here 
how i am 
tracing 
the 
contour 
ie outline 
of the 
main 
apple 



Continue to trace all the outlines of all the pieces in 
your picture.  This may include stems or leaves etc.



In a new later begin 
to trace the interior 
parts of the vegetable 
or fruit ie the seeds or 
core parts.

 



Begin to give your lines a hierarchy in stroke size

Using your overall 
selection tool (the 
black arrow) select 
all the lines

And give them a 
stroke                

size of 2 

(i toggled off my 
apple pic references 
so they would not 
interfere)



Add a new layer

Now again using your 
pen tool begin to start 
tracing the interior 
contours of your value 
steps ie trace the 
shadows and highlights

VERY 
IMPORTANT

All lines must start on a 
segment and end on a 
segment absolutely no 
open lines!!!! ALL LINES 
MUST CONNECT TO 
AN EDGE OR 
ANOTHER LINE



For these 
new lines 
they can 
have a 
stroke 
size 
smaller 
than the 
1 therefor 
making 
them less 
impactful 
than the 
outlines



Continue to 
trace as many 
parts as you 
see. The more 
intricate you 
make it the 
better it will 
look

More effort 
gets a better 
grade tooo



Select all lines and choose a stroke style that looks 
good to your peice



Toggle of the ref layers
Your peice should look something like this 



Using the overall selection tool select all lines
Edit > copy



Go back to your original file in photoshop
Edit paste
Choose pixel option



Arrange the line drawing layer on top so that it is the right spot to outline the fruit. 
You may need to free transform it to get the right size. 

Then duplicate the line layer by  … right clicking on the layer> duplicate layer 



Using your eyedropper tool and the paint bucket tool you now are going to fill in the spaces between the 
lines with the appropriate “average” color

Click choose the top 
line layer ( you can 
lock the bottom one)

Choose the paint 
bucket tool. Choose 
an area that you want 
to fill, now by 
pressing and holding 
the alt button you will 
momentarily get the 
eye dropper and can 
select the color of the 
space.

Then let go of alt and 
click again in the 
same spot to fill the 
area with paint



Continue to use the eye dropper and paint bucket to 
fill in the whole object



Add a new layer below and fill it with a color to finish 
the peice


